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ABSTRACT

Christmas and Cocos Islands are the most strategically important
of Australia's Indian ftean territories. Located about one third of the way
across the Indian Ocean, they are limited in dimensions, natural resources
and populations but both possess important airfields. They are also
located much closer to several regional countries than to mainland
Australia.

This book examines whether it is sensible for Australian defence
planners to consider diverting elements of the countly's small Defenqe
Force to provide security for these forward outposts in a range of possible
future defence contingencies. What role could these islands play in the
defence of northern Australia? Could these territories be held against
various sorts of attack and, if so, how? Would the diversion of Defence
Force elements to these islands be a net loss for Australian security?
Should Australian planners assume that in some circumstances these
territories would need to be abandoned? What interests does the Defence
Departrnent have in the development of civil facilities on these islands?
And how might Australian security planners approach preparations for
the defence of these territories in the immediate future?
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INTRODUCTION

The remote location of Australia's north Indian Ocean territories,
the Cocos and Christrnas Islands, poses Australia numerous security
policy dilemmas. Does it make sense to try to defend these small island
ierritories that are about a third of the way across the Indian Ocean and
much closer to Indonesia or even Singapore than to the Australian
mainland?

It is a reasonable question to ask what security interests Australia
has in these dlstant territories. In 1982, the former chief of the Defence
Force Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Neville McNamara remarked publicly
that the defence or retaking of the Cocos Islands 'would be a difficult
situation' and would absorb most of Australia's defence resources.l. If
that assessment is correct, are these remote islands worth defending? The

former Prime Minister, Mr Fraser, remarked in response to Air Chief
Marshal McNlamara's corrunents that Australia would not yield a foot of
its territory to another Power.2 Is that type of policy a reasonable and
rational approach to defence planning or should it be overlooked as

rhetoric designed for both domestic and foreign consumption?

More recently, Air Marshal David Evans, formerly Chief of the Air
Staff, expressed serious doubts about the desirability of attempting to

defend Christmas and the Cocos Islands. Speaking at the Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre's 1986 Airpower Conference he said:

It would be somewhat nalve to aesume that the status of
being Aushalian territory automatically makes these far
flung possessions a practical proposition for a smallish
military power like Australia. Such catchcries as 'we will
not surrender an inch of Australian territorJ/ might be
tolerable political rhetoric when no threat darkens the
horizon. They could be totally irresponsible when the
defence of such places was clearly impractical and when
strenuous attempts to do so could cause heavy and futile

Air Chief Marshal Sir Neville Mclrlamara is quoted inThe Canberra

Times 14 September 1982, p.10.
The Canbena Tima 16 September 1982, p.10.



2 Christrnos and Cocos lslands

losses and could weaken the defence of continental
Australia...3

Conceming Christmas Island he said:

Certainly the returns would not warrant the cost of
attempting a defence, a defence that would be unlikely to
succeed. Furthermore the possession of Christmas Island
would not offer an enemy, ensconced in Indonesia, any
advantage other than denying the base to the opposing
side. There would be little to gain in even making a token
effort to defend Christmas Island... If the government of
the day determined to fight for Christmas Island, the fight
should not entail the positioning of forces on the island. It
would be better to inform the enemy that seizure of, or
hostile action against, Christmas Island would evoke a
severe response from Australia. This could be the seizure
of enemy ships on the high seas, the mining of one of his
major ports or air action against a mapr military facility.
On no account should a direct defence of the island be
attempted.4

Concerning the Cocos Islands, Air Marshal Evans was rather more
equivocal:

Given the very limited resources of manpower and
equipment available for the defence of Australia the
basing of a substantial force on Cocos would reduce the
forces available for the defence of the Australian
mainland. An enemy could weaken these defences simply
by posing a distant threat and having Australian forces
deployed away from the mainland... However, the use of
Cocos by Australian air and naval forces could be very
useful. More importantly, the possession of Cocos by an
encmy would enable him to sit astride the sea connections
linking Australia and the north western Indian Ocean -

Air Marshal David Evans AC., DSO, RFC, 'Air Power in the
Defence of Australia: Strategic Aspects', in Desmond Ball (ed.) Alr
Power: Global Dnelopments and Australinn Perspectiaa (Pergamon
Brassey's Defence Publishers, Rushcutters Bay, 1988) p.123.
Lbid.,p.1.24.



Introduction 3

the sea route Suez-Fremantle. It would be important

therefore to hold Cocos if this could be done without
weakening the forces needed for the defence of
continental Australia.S

This debate raises a set of important issues for Australian defence

planning. what is the strategic significalcg of the christmas and cocos

island dorpr both now and foreseeably? What is the importance-of these

island ienitories for the defence of northern Australia as a whole? Could

they be defended, against whom and at what cost? Altematively, should

ttrey Ue abandonedind, if so, under what circumstances? And what, if

".tf, 
fo.^r of active peacetime interest should the Defence Force take in

the economic and social development of these islands? This book

addresses these and related issues and attemPts to define the primary

considerations relevant to future Australian defence planning for

Christmas and the Cocos Islands.

Ibid., p.124,125.



CHAPTER I
THE COCOS ISLANDS

The Cocos Islands are located 2,78 krn north-west of Perth, 3,785
krn west of Darwin and about 1,200 km south-west of Java Head at the
entrance of Sunda Strait. There are 27 small coral islands in two separate
atolls with a total land area of about 14 square kilometres.

The northern atoll is a single horseshoe-shaped island, North
Keeling, situated about 24 km from the main Soup. The main (southern)
atoll consists of several islands surrounding a central, oval-shaped lagoon
about eight kilometres across and eleven kilometres long. The principal
islands in the group are West, South, Flome, Direction and Horsburgh.
The largest is West Island, measuring about ten kilomehes long and about
half a kilometre wide.

The Cocos Islands are built of coral clinker thrown up from the
edge of the surrounding coral barrier reef, sections of which are dry at low
tide. Most of the islands have fairly steep shingle beaches on their outer
seaward sides and on their sheltered sides the beaches shelve gently
towards the central lagoon. Despite the poor nature of the soil, most
islands support vegetation cover including numerous coconut palms.
None of the islands rises more than a few metres above sea level. The
highest point in the territory is on South Island where a six metre sand
dune has been created by the south-east trade winds.

The climate is tropical. From March to November the south-east
trade winds produce pleasant weather conditions. From December to
February a doldrum season brings a succession of calms interspersed with
light variable breezes. This is the period of greatest danger from tropical
cyclones that normally approach from the west.

There is no fresh surface water but on most of the larger islands
potable ground water is available from relatively shallow wells. This is
supplemented by rainwater tanks.

Home and West Islands are the only locations in the group that
are perrunently inhabited. The Cocos Malay community lives on Home
Island. Most of the mainland-recruited employees and their families live
on west Island, the Territory's administrative base and site of the airfield.
Almost all the Territory's 622people are Australian citizeno.
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6 Christmas and Cocos Islands

In April L984, under a United Nations-supervised Act of Self-
determination, a substantial majority of the permanent residents (87.7 per
cent) voted for integration with Australia and the islands are now a
territory of the Commonwealth of Australia.l

The main commercial activities are building construction and
maintenance, the provision of accomrnodation and catering serviges,
stevedoring and lighterage services and horticulture. A high security
quarantine station operates on West Island. There are three slipways, a
shipwrights shop and a well-equipped workshop for building and
maintaining small vessels on Home Island. A pilot program is underway
in semi-intensive rearing of poultry.2 A wind-driven electricity generator
has been installed on Home Island to supplement the diesel generators
and others may be installed in the future.3 Feasibility studies are
underway into the possibility of establishing a large tourist hotel village
on Direction Island and mooring a floating hotel resort in the lagoon of the
main atoll.4

fapanese fishing vessels spend a total of about 300 boat days
annually in that portion of the Australian Fishing Zone surrounding the
Cocos Islands. The average catch is not large by international standards.
The proportion of the total annual licence fee paid by the fapanese for
access to these waters is about $80,000.5

Australian Govemment agencies have no detailed knowledge of
seabed resources that may be present in the Cocos Islands region. The

For details w Australian Foreign Affairs Record May 1,984, pp.447-
45O and the Department of Territories Cocos (Keelinp Islands
Annual Rqor t 19 8 4-85 Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, 1986,pp.74.
Cocos Islands Annual Report, p.21.
These details were obtained during discussions with officials on
the Cocos Islands during the author/s visih 1-8 March 1988.
rbid.
These details were obtained from interviews with officials from
the Department of Primary Industry, Canberra, March 1987.

2
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The Cocos Islands 7

presence of some nranganese nodule deposits is suspected tut any such

i"*ur.., are unlikely t6 be economically-recoverable in the short terrn6

Strategic Significance ofthe Cocos Islands in the Past

Although the cocos Islands were discovered in 1609, they were

not inhabited t tttit fgZe and it was not until 1857 that their owner, Captain

fohn clunies Ross, succeeded in having the islands annexed by Britain.

In 1901 a relay station on the trans-Indian ocean telegraph cable

was established on Direction Island as pdrt of the links between Mauritius,

|akarta and Perth.

InNovember\gTl,theGermancruiserEmdenlandedapartyto
destroy the telegraph and radio facilities on Direction Island. HMAS

Sydney was dive"rted from a passing cgnYoy and in the subsequent battle

E;dd was crippled and beached on North Keeling Island'7

During World War II, Qantas Empire Airways oPelatejl a Catalina

service for seivicemen and officials from Perth, through Cocos (then

British territory) to Ceylon. The island defences consisted of two six inch

guns mount"a or, Hbrsburgh Islan{ manned by the Ceyl_o1 Coastal

i,rtillery and a company of Ceylon Light Infantryon Direction Island.S on
3 Marc-h 1942 a lapanese warship heavily shelled the communications

facilities on Direction Island from close offshore causing extensive damage

but putting the cable relay station out of operation only temporarily'

The fapanese official war histories indicate that from |uly 1942 the

|apanese Navy was under continuous pressure from the ]apanese tArmyto

"upt,rr" 
the iocos Islands which, it fiared, could be developed by the

Aliies as an air base to suPPort bombing raids on the vital oil refineries at

Comments to this effect
officials of the Bureau of

were made in interview bY senior
Mineral Resources, Canberra, March

1987.
For a concise account of these events see Ken Mullen cocos Keeling

The lslands Time Forgot Angus and Robertson, Sydney 7974, pp'50-

59.
lbid.,p.67.



8 Chrbtmas and Cocos lslands

lafemlang.l Since B-17 bombers were capable of operating against
Palembang from existing airfields at Onslow and Colombo, the Navy did
not accord the proposal the highest priority, even though it was agreeable

1 principle. The Navy had its own reasons for wishing to capiure the
Cocos Islands for it felt they could be valuable in disrupting Allied
shipping, serving as a vantage point in the Indian Ocean and as a means of
linking its operations with the hoped-for German breakthrough into west
Asia.

Detailed planning for an assault on the Cocos Islands was under
way when the Americans landed on Guadalcanal in August 1942. The
Navy thereupon deferred the proposal until the situation improved in the
Pacific. The Navy calculated that a force of about battalion strength would
be required for the assault, supported offshore by an aircrift carrier
division and 45,000 tons of merchant shipping. Once taken, the plan was
to land a construction unit to build an airfield from which aircrlft could
operate in the islands' defence. The Navy calculated that 2,000 tons of
supplies would be required each month to maintain the garrison.

_ The |apanese Army continued its representations to the Navy
until mid-1943. Raiding options against cocos were considered but
reiected as it was thought they would encourage retaliation. In March
1944, resource shortages forced the Navy to cease its periodic aerial
reconnaissance of the islands.

In 1945 an airfield was built on west Island to support Liberator

lomber operations against fapanese bases in Malaya and thl Netherlands
East Indies. The airfield was upgraded in l95l to i length of 3,000 metres.
Structures,for power supply, radio transmitters, naiigation aids, fuel
pumps and a control tower were also completed at this time. From 1952 to
1967 Qantas and south African Airways used the Cocos Islands airfield as
a refuelling stop for flights to and from Africa.

-.In the early 1950s when Australian and allied military aircraft
were directed around Indonesian airspace,lO the Cocos Islands aiifield saw

Boei Kenshusho, Senshi Soshe,Yol.S4 (Asagumo Shimbun, Tokyo,
1,972), pp.752-157, 198-2N, 347.
For details of Indonesia's prohibition of allied overflights see Air
Chief Marshal Sir David Lee Eastward: A History of ite Royat Air
Force in the Far East L945-1.972 (Her Majest5/s Staiionery bffice,
London, 7984) p.2M.

l0



The Cocos Islands 9

greatly increased use by Britisb Australian and New Zealand aircraft
transiting between Australia and Malaysia. British aircraft carriers
operating in the Indian Ocean during this period periodically used the
airfield for logistic support and training.ll In 1966 the airfield was
resurfaced to handle large jet aircraft.

During the planning and construction phases of the United States
military base at Diego Garcia in the late 1960s and through the 1970s there
was much speculation about the capacity of the Cocos Islands to host a
similar facility. This did not eventuate primarily because Allied strategic
interests were focussed heavily on the Westem side of the Indian Ocean.
Nevertheless, through the 1970s to the present day, small numbers of
United States and Australian P-3 Orion long range maritime patrol
aircraft, and occasionally other military aircraft, have staged though
Cocos.l2

In August '1,986, a company of '126 Australian Army troops
parachuted onto the Cocos Islands in a long distance deployment test of
airborne forces.l3

Present and Future Strategic Significance ofthe Cocos Islands

At present, the primary strategic significance of the Cocos Islands to
Australia flows from the value of its airfield, located on the same latitude
as Darwin but a third of the way across the Indian Ocean. Its presently
maintained 2,440 metre runway is capable of supporting operations by all
typee of RAAF alrcraft and it provides a well-located staging point for
operations across Australia's westem and north-western approaches from
the central Indian Ocean to the Bay of Bengal and the South China Sea.
Access to Cocos could, for instance, be critical in supporting air ope-
rations to assist the defence of Indonesia, Malaysia or Singapore from

lr The Islands Time Forgot, pp.79-82.
72 The numbers and types of Australian and United States

surveillance aircraft that visited Christmas and the Cocos Islands
in 1980-1982 are listed in answer to a Parliamentary question
asked by Mr K.C. Beazley Harcard House of Representatiaa 2'1,

October 1982.
13 ADF To Exscbe on Cocos lsland Department of Defence Press

Release No.109/86, 19 August 1986.
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The Cocos lslands 71

external attack. Figure 2 shows the airspace coverage access to Cocos
provides to long range maritime patrol aircraft, F-111s and F/A-18s
without aerial refuelling that is not available from other Australian
airfields (also assuming non-availability of Butterworth in Malaysia or
otherbases in Malaysia, Singapore or Indonesia).l4

The availability of Cocos as a staging point would also greatly
facilitate any air operations to areas north of Indonesia should archipelago
airspace ever again be denied as it was in the early 1960s.

Were there to be sustained interference with shipping passing
through the major Indonesian straits or if the primary straits were mined
or otherwise closed, large numbers of ships could be forced to transit
Torres Strait or pass south of Australia. This could bring much greater
than normal shipping densities to the vicinity of Cocos Island and its
strategic significance for surveillance purposes could rise substantially.

Although port facilities are rudimentary at Cocos, the water
between Direction and Horsburgh Islands can provide a refuge for ships
in severe weather conditions. A small landing craft is available to
transship bulky items (up to 25 tonnes) and fuel can be pumped ashore via

The range/payload/flight profile assumptions used for these
diagrams are as follows: For the P-3C, radius of action has been
calculated in a high-low-high flight profile with limited payload
(two Harpoons) and forty-five minutes on station, plus fuel
reseryes (approximately 1n800 nautical miles). For the F-111., a
high-low-high flight profile is assumed with fuel reserves, external
fuel tanks and a limited weapon load - two Harpoons or a limited
bomb load (radius approximately 1,300 nautical miles). For the
F/A-18 a highJow-high flight profile is assumed with fuel
reserves, extemal fuel tanks and either a heavy air-to-air weapon
load (2 AIM-7 Sparrows and 2 AIM-9 Sidewinders plus gun) or a
moderate bomb load (radius approximately 700 nautical miles).
Sources: Iohn W.R. Taylor (ed) Iaru's All the World's Aircraft 1.984-

85 (Jane's Publishing Company, lnndon, 1984, Emest McNamara,
Robin Ward, Desmond Ball, |.O. langtry, Richard Q. Agnew
Australia's Defence Resourcs: A Compendium of Data (Pergamon

Press Australia, Rushcutters Bay 1985) pp.153, l54. Several
manufacturing company brochures were also consulted.

74



12 Chrbtmas and Cocos Islands

a submarine pipeline into large storage tanks adjacent to the wharf on
West Island.

Cocos is host to the only permanent Australian meteorological
station in the Indian Ocean. It provides surface and upper air data that are
particularly valuable in aviation forecasts for long haul Indian Ocean
flights.

In the future, the islandJ location might lend them to broader
strategic purposes. For six months in 1965 a satellite ground station was
operated on West Island for experimental purposes.lS It is possible that
this location could again become desirable to suPPort sPace

communications and related research. Indeed this potential was
highlighted in 1975 by the Department of the Special Minister of State in a
submission to a Parliamentary Committee.l5

The Cocos Islands could possibly provide a suitable location for a
forward ground beacon to refine the local accuracy of the |indalee over-
the-horizon radar network.lT They might also provide a suitable location

This ground station deployment was associated with Project
Anna, a geodatic satellite program, The lslands Time Forgot,
pp.79,N. See also Desmond Ball Geodetic Satellita, (Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre, Working Paper No.125, Australian
National University, Canberra, 79U), pp.5,6.
Department of the Special Minister of State Submissbn fu the

Dryrtment of the Special Minister of State to the Serute Standing
Committee on Foreign Affairs anil Defmce lnquiing into the Role and
Imtoloanent of Australia and tlrc United Nations in the At'fairs of
Swereign Australian Tenitoris (The Parliament of Australia,
Canberra, 1975'1, p.19.
Dr D.H. Sinnott, one of the principal research scientists involved
with the findalee program has pointed out that the range accuracy
of the radar can be improved significantly by recognition of
proximate ground features. Specially designed beacons can be
placed at a number of forward locations to sharpen local
resolution. Department of Defence experimentation with this
technique is revealed in Deparbnent of Defence Upgrade of the

lindalee Facilitia at Alice Spings NT Statement of Evidence for
presentation to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works, February 1987,p.6. See also Dr D.H. Sinnott The |indalee

r5
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TheCocoslslands 13

for extending conventional microwave radar coverage of Australia's
north-western approaches, possibly with the use of tethered balloon-borne
radars. Figure 3 shows the reliable detection and tracking ranges of
ground-based and balloon-borne radars at both Cocos and Christmas
Islands against surface vessels and aircraft flying at 3,000 metres.l8 The
gfeatly strengthened surveillance coverage that such systems could
provide of Austrdia's north-western aPProaches would be extremely
valuable in a range of contingencies.

A less likely but possible use of the Cocos Islands would be to
provide a shore base for a long range passive sonar array emplaced in the

waters offshore to detect and localise submarine movements in the area.

Flowever, submarine transits of adiacent waters are likely in most
situations to be infrequent and of limited strategic significance. Moreover,
as can be seen from figure 4, the seabed terrain nearby does not offer a
mapr trench or ridge feature that might amplify the long range

performance of any such system.

In the longer term, the Cocos Islands could possibly provide a

useful site for a range of intelligence collection facilities. They may also

18

Over-the-Horizon Radar System'in Desmond Ball (ed.) Air Power:

Global Dnelopnents and Australian Perspectiua (Pergamon

Brassey's Defence Publishers, Rushcutters Bay, 1988) p.232.
The use of tethered balloons to carry powerful microwave radars
aloft several thousand metres (routinely up to 6,0(X) metres) is now
relatively common in several parb of the world. Substantial
operational experience has been gained over the last twenty years
and performance and reliability factors are well documented. The

diagram assumes deployment of trivo Westinghouse TCOM low-
altitude surveillance system (LASS) aerostats carrying modified
radar systems. Several of these systems are currently operational
in various parts of the world. For details see: Kenneth I. Stein
nVestinghouse/Airship Industries ]oint Venture Targets Navy
Program' ,4aiation Week and Space Techwlogy Yol.725 No.2, 14 |uly
l9t)6 pp.l44-149, Robert Salvy 'Airbome Surveillance of the EEZ'
lnturutiorul D ef ense Rniaa Vol. 1 9, No. 1 2 /86 pp.17 65 -177 7,'USAF
Using Balloon-Bome Radar Systerr{ Aaiation Week and Space

TechnologyYol.ll9, No.20 14 November 1983 pp.215-215 and Iohn
W.R. Taylor (d.l lane's AII the World's Aircraft 1.983-84 (Jane's

Publishing Company, london, 1983) p.701.
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FIGI'IRE 3

FXED RADAR COVERAGE FROM CHRISTMAS AND COCOS ISLANDS

r*"f,

Approximate detecdon range for ground based
radars against aircraft at 3,0m mets6.
Approximate detection range for balloon-borne
radar at normal operating height of 3,000 metres
against surf ace vesseb.
ApproximaE detection range for balloon-borne
radar at norural o'perating height of 3,000 mehes
against aircraft at a 3,(D0 mehe altihrde.
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FIGURE 5

AIR COVERAGE PROVIDED BY ACCESS TO COCOS AND CIIRISTMAS ISLANDS

NOT AVAILABLE FROM LOCATIONS IN THE INDONESIAN ARCHIPELAGO
(ASSUMES NO AERIAL REFI,JELLING)
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provide a valuable location for a range of facilities operated iointly with
close allies to support mutual interests.

A further dimension of Australia's strategic interest in the Cocos

Islands is to deny access to any potential opponent. Figure 5 shows the

additional range coverage that access to Cocos and Christmas Islands
would provide any potential oPPonent lodged in the Indonesian

archipelago equipped with advanced tactical fighters, F-111s or long range

maritime patrol aircraft. Clearly such access could greatly extend the level

of threat to the westem air and sea approaches to Australia.

An opponent's installation of ground-based or balloon-borne
microwave radlr could complicate greatly Australian operations in the

northwestern approaches, as seen in figure 3. Future technology may also

provide other means for an opponent to exploit locations such as the

Cocos Islands to Australia's disadvantage'



CHAPTER II
CHRISTMAS ISLAND

Christmas Island is located 987 km from Northwest Cape, the
closest point on the Australian mainland, 2,623krnfrom perth and 350 km
south of Java Head.

Christmas Island is of quite a different character to the coral atolls
at Cocos. It is the summit of a submarine mountain that rises steeply 5,000
metres from the sea floor to a central plateau reaching 361 metres above
sea level at its highest point, Murray's Hill. Much of the island is fringed
by a low coral reef extending to a madmum of about 200 metres offshore.
At the shoreline there is an almost continuous cliff that varies in height
from 3 to 200 metres. There are about a dozen small beache+ mosiof
which are only a few metres wide. The largest of the few shallow bays is
on the northern side at Flyrng Fish Cove, the island's port. The area of
christmas Island is about 135 square kilometres and the greatest distance
both north-south and east-west is 17 km.

Most of the island's undulating plateau is covered by thick
rainforest. The soil is composed of limestone, hard coralline pinnacles,
volcanic material and phosphate.

Christmas Island enjoys a mild tropical climate with consistent
southeast trade winds for most of the year. Between November and April
the heaviest rains fall and periodically during these months large sw-ells
roll in from the northwest closing Flying Fish eove to shipping, gJmetimes
for weeks at a time. Annual rainfall averages about 2,000 mm but varies
considerably from year to year. (See figures Z and 8.) Fresh water is
readily available from about twenty locations. (see figure 9.) The island,s
water supply is currently pumped from four wells which are fed from
underground streams and springs.

As the economics of the island's main industv, the phosphate mine,
declined through the 1980s, the resident population fell by over one third
to.less than 2,000 by the 1986 national census. Following closure of the
mine in December 1987 and the offer of resettlement packages to displaced
workers in early 1988, the population of the island fell sharply again to
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FIGURE6

TERRITORY OT CHRISTMAS ISLAND
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FIGURET
CIIRISTMAS ISLAND MEAN MONTHLY RAINFALT
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FIGI,JRE 8

CTIRISTMAS ISTAND ANNUAL RAINFALL AND EL NINO YEARS
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A. Falkland Christmas lslanil (Inilian Ocean) Water Resources Study (Legislation and
Regulation Division, Department of Territories, Canberra, 1985), p.18.
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RGURE9
SOURCES OF FRESH WATER ON CHRISTMAS ISLAND
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about 1,000 by mid 1988.t An estimated 70 per cent of the remaining
people are of Chinese descent (mostly from Malaysia and Singapore), 10

per cent are Malays and 20 per cent Europeans. About one half of the
residents are Australian citizens. Most of the remainder are citizens of
Singapore or Malaysia but nearly all have Australian permanent resident
status. All the residential areas on the island are concentrated within 2 km
of Flying Fish Cove. This section of the island is illustrated in figure 10.

Phosphate mining and the provision of govemment services have
traditionally been the two primary sources of employment on the island'
For most of the eighty-five years that open cut mining was undertaken on
Christmas Island it enjoyed two main advantages: the quality of the
deposit and the low cost of extraction. These advantages were eroded
seriously during the 1970s and 1980s as the quality of the mineable rock
declined and labour charges rose steeply, increasing the costs of extraction.
Intensifying industrial problems and deteriorating economic conditions
led the Australian Government to close the mine in December 1987.

The economic future of Christmas Island is likely to be
significantly different to that of the past. A smaller scale mining operation
could possibly get underway in the early 1990s. This would probably be a
private enterprise initiative to sell some of the remaining stockpiles of low
grade phosphate. New types of beneficiary techniques could possibly
extend the economic life of a reduced-scale mining operation for 1G20

years.2

A renewed mining operation of this sort could possibly boost the
island's population to about 1,500. However, a private enterprise
management might prefer to institute a work regime similar to that which
is operating successfully at the remote Ashton Joint Venture Diamond
Mine near Lake Argyle in the Kimberleys. Workers under this
arrangement would be contracted for twelve-hour shifts for two
consecutive weeks and then be flown out to their dependents in Perth for
the alternate fortnight. An arrangement of this sort would reduce the
capital overheads required to recommence mining and limit the scope for

This figure is an estimate providcd by an official of the
Department of Territories, |une 1988.

The options for recommencing mining operations were discussed
with officials on Christmas Island during the autho/s visit, 23

February to 1 March 1988.
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indushial problems. It would, however, also cut the local economic spin-
off from recorunenced mining and limit the resulting rise in the
permanent local population to about one hundred or less.

A second element in the Christmas Island economy in the 1990s

and beyond is likely to be a 170 room hotel and casino development
proposed by the Woodmore Colporation of Western Australia and

approved, in principle, by the Australian Government in December 1985.3

In mid 1988 a Christmas Island Casino Control Ordinance was being
prepared by the Government to facilitate a commencement of this hotel's
construction. For a preliminary sketch view of this development, see

figure 11.

There has, in recent years, been active exploration of other forms
of industry and employment for the island, most notably the Government-
commissioned inquiry chaired in 1982 by Mr W.W. Sweetland.4 However,
very few of the proposals considered have shown great promise so far. It
is possible that the hotel<asino development and the attraction of the
island's unique flora and fauna, its tropical climate and excellent diving
and fishing will encourage other tourism developments. A small market
garden currently provides some of the fruit and vegetables supplied for
local consumption and this initiative could be expanded. There is also the
possibility of a poultry and fishing industry developing to support the
local population and especially the new hotel-casino. At present a number
of residents raise poultry, catch fish and grow vegetables, maize and
tropical fruits for home consumption and exchange within the community.
Some extension of this activity for cash sale would appear feasible.

|apanese long line fishing vessels spend a total of about 400 boat
days in that portion of the Australian Fishing Zone adjacent to Christmas
Island. The primary catch is big eye tuna which on the Japanese market
fetches about $4-5 million annually. The proportion of the total annual
licence fee paid by the fapanese for access to these waters is about
$120.000.s

For details seeThe Australinn 16 December 1986,p.3.
Inquiry lnto theLonglerm Future of Chistmas Island (The Sweetland
Report) Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra,
1982.
See footnote 10.
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FIGURE 11

AN ARTIST'S IMPRESSION OF THE INITIAL DESIGN FOR THE HOTEL.CASINO

COMPLEXNEAR WATERFALL ON CHRISTMAS ISLAND
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Please note that this desigr was modified in late 1987 so that most buildings now
planned are single or double storey.
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Little is known about the seabed resources in the vicinity of
Christmas Island. The extreme depth of much of the water in the area

would probably make seabed resource exploitation difficult'5

Christmas Island is presently undergoing a difficult process of
economic transition. Unless new major sources of employment are
developed well beyond current expectations, it seems probable that the
island's population will stabilise by the mid-1990s, at about 600-900.

Strategic Significance of Christmas Island in the Past

Although the first recorded sighting of Christmas Island by a

European explorer was in 1615, the forbidding cliffs discouraged
comprehensive examination and the phosphate deposits were not
discovered until 1887. In the following year Britain annexed the island.
During 1899 workers were recruited from Southeast Asia and phosphate
miningbegan.

On the outbreak of the Second World War, many island residents
were evacuated. On 31 April 1942 the ships in a ]apanese assault force
shelled the island, the garrison of Indian trooPs mutinied against their
British officers and surrendered the island to the |apanese. Attempts by
the |apanese occupying force to ship phosphate were unsuccessful, partly
because of American submarine attacks on shipping. Additional people
were subsequently evacuated and the mining facilities lay idle until the
end of the war.7

In'l,974 a 2,1,00 metre sealed airstrip was completed, permitting
regular charter air services to commence to Perth, Singapore and Jakarta.

See footnote 11.

A very brief history of Christmas Island is provided in
Department of Territories Chistmas Island Annual Report 1984-85
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canbena, 1985)

pp.21,-24. A broader history focusing on the development of the
phosphate mine is contained in Maslyn Williams Three lslands (The

Griffin Press for the British Phosphate Commissioners, Adelaide,
1972\.
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The Current and Future Strategic Significance of Christmas Island

Many of the factors that characterise the strategic importance of
Christmas Island are similar to those of the Cocos Islands, though in
different proportion.

The airfield on Christmas Island is of shorter length with a ski-
iump type dip towards its southern end and hence it cannot support all
RAAF aircraft operations at full load. Nevertheless, F/A-18s, F-111 and
other tactical combat aircraft are capable of operating from the Christmas
Island airfield with useful loads onboth day and night operations.

The aviation fuel supply system currently involves the delivery of
drums by ship and their decanting into limited capacity tanks adjacent to
the airfield hardstand. Plans exist to deliver aviation fuel in bulk into one
of the large tonnage tanks adjacent to the wharf area, which would need to
be modified for the purpose. A prime-mover could then deliver trailer-
loads of fuel to the airfield, as required. Certainly the fuel system would
need to be upgraded and maintenance and support facilities established
were Air Force operations to be conducted from Christmas Island more
than occasionally. Some lirnited development of the airfield infrastructure
is planned as part of the hotel<asino construction. Further substantial
development of the airfield, including a significant lengthening of the
runway, is planned if, and when, the hotel-casino generates significant
cash flow.8

Figure 12 shows F/A-18, F-111 and P3 Orion coverage
(unrefuelled) provided by access to Christmas Island beyond that
available from other parts of Australian territory.

The specialised phosphate loading port facilities in Flying Fish
Cove are of limited defence significance. Most bulk supplies are delivered
to the island in shipping containers and transhipped to the main wharf by
special powered barges. This is impossible when heavy seas accompany
the north-western monsoons. During this period ships may shelter in the
eastern lee of the island and tranship loads of up to 11 tonnes via lighter
alongside the Waterfall cliff face for vertical lift by a road crane.e

This information was provided during discussions with officials of
the Department of Aviation.
This information was gathered during the author's visit to
Christmas Island: 23 February-l March 1988.
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FIGURE12

AIR COVERAGE PROVIDED BY ACCESS TO CHRISTMAS ISLAND NOT AVAILABLE
FROM OTHER AUSTRALIAN TERRITORY(ASSIJMES NO AERIAL REFUELLING)
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Christmas Island's close prodmity of the very deep |ava Trench,
that runs from the Bay of Bengal to Timor immediately south of the
Indonesian archipelago, (see figure 4) has attracted the attention of defence
researchers wishing to track the movements of potentially hostile
submarines through the primary archipelagic straits. From 1971-1978 a
series of experiments was conducted from Christmas Island under the
name Project Flowerless with a moored sonar array, reportedly located
some 24 km north of the island on the edge of the Iava Trench. Passive
sonar signals received by the array were passed by cable to cliff-top
buildings on the island for processing.l0

The results of these experiments have never been revealed
publicly. The length and depth of the fava Trench should, however, have
provided an ideal site for detecting and tracking submarines crossing this
feahrre. The primary reason for not proceeding with an operational
passive sonar station on Christmas Island may have been the dearth of
strategically significant submarine movements in the region. Soviet
submarines transiting between the Pacific and Indian Oceans normally do
so on the surface through the Malacca Strait. That Strait would be beyond
the coverage of a Christmas Island sonar and there are other simpler
means of monitoring such movements. Unless or until Soviet submarines
use alternative routes through the archipelago, or the regional strategic
situation changes fundamentally, there would seem to be little incentive to
establish an operational passive sonar installation on Christmas Island.
Nevertheless, the value of a long range sonar at this location could be
substantial in some defence contingencies and the possibility of further
experiments in the island's waters cannot be excluded.

Christmas Island would possibly provide a valuable site for a
wide range of other defence installations in the future. It might serve as a
useful site for a findalee ground beacon to sharpen the resolution of over-
the-horizon radar. A conventional ground-based microwave radar based
on the island could enhance substantially surveillance of Aushalia's north-
western approaches, as seen in figure 3. Christmas Island could also in the

For details see: Desmond Ball A Suitable Picce of Ra,l Estate:
American Installatiors in Australia (Hale and Iremonger, Sydney,
1980L pp.111-112. Most of this information was also provided by
the former Minister for Defence, Mr Killen, in answer to a
Parliamentary question, Hansard (House of Representatives,5 May
1981) p.2003.
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future provide a valuable site for a wide range of national or allied space

support, intelligence or scientific rcsearch functions. In time, new
technologies may enhance the range of important functions that could
most usefully be performed from this location.

Australia also has a strong interest in denying access to Christmas
Island to any potentially hostile power. Any opponent lodged on
Christmas Island would complicate substantially the defence of Ausfalia's
northwestern approaches. The loss of Christmas Island would also
compound the already serious difficulties of providing an effective
defence for the Cocos Island group.



CHAPTER III

cocoslK'"%Yff ['3'il"?lstAND
SOVEREIGNTY

The British Government incorporated Christrnas Island in the
Straits Settlements in 1900 and passed administrative control of the Cocos
Islands to the seftlement of Singapore in 1903. In the late 1940s the British
became keen to divest themselves of the costs of maintaining distant

airfields such as that on Cocos and in 1949 Australia began negotiating
informally the transfer of that island group's sovereignty.l In 1951, the
Australian Government acquired the airstrip on West Island and
upgraded it to support trans-Indian Ocean flights. By 1955, with
independence for Singapore then on the horizory the Australian and

Britiih Governments agfeed on the terms for transferring sovereignty of
the Cocos Islands to Australia and this was formally done in November of
that year.

That still left the long term future of Christmas Island unresolved.
The Australian Government feared that an independent and possibly
hostile Singapore might nationalise the phosphate mine on Christmas and

in 1954 began negotiating with london to secure its transfer as well.
Following an Aushalian payment of nearly three million Pounds to

Singapore to compensate for future lost phosphate royalties, the
sovereignty of Christmas Island was also transferred to Australia in
October 1958.

These negotiations were not well received by the leaders of the

Singapore community, as Peter Hastings has recounted.2 In Iune 1957,

Lee Kuan Yew, then spokesman for the People's Action Party opposition
in the Singapore House of Assembly stated:

The circumstances surrounding Australia's acquisition of the
Cocos Islands are dirussed in Peter Hastings 'The Cocos and
Christmas Islands Story on Missing the Boat' New Guinu (Vol.9,

No.3, SeptemberOctober 19741 pp.8-10. Further details are
provided in Ken Mullen Cocos Keeling: The Islands Time Forgot
(Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 197 4), pp.68-72.
Peter Hastings provides a detailed account of these events in his
article'The Cocos and Christmas Islands Story'.
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To give away all the appurtenances of Singapore before
we take over is a downright swindle. A few years ago
they gave away Cocos Islands, now it's Christmas Island.3

Devon Nair, who later came to lead Singapore's trade union
movement wrote an open letter to the Govemor of Singapore in fanuary
1955 strongly opposing the transfer and pointing out that 'in the future'
Singapore might find the islands 'useful for defence and securit5/
purposes.4

The sovereignty of Chrishnas and the Cocos Islands received very
little public attention from the date of their transfer until 1974, when
Michael Richardson wrote a story for The Sydney Morning Huald claiming
thatin Februaryof that year Mr Whitlam had told Mr L,ee Kuan Yew that
he 'personally favoured' handing Christmas Island back to Singapore,
subiect to New Zealand's approval, (the New Zealand Government was a
member of the Christmas Island Phosphate Commission that managed the
mining operations), as a 'decolonisation gesture' and that President
Soeharto had intimated Indonesia's agreement to the transfer.S This report
stimulated a strong reaction from Mr Andrew Peacock, the Liberal Party
Shadow Foreign Minister who on 13 May said: 'This shabby deal has
enorrnous implications in the defence field'.5 The following day Mr
Whitlam denied that there was an agreement to transfer sovereignty over
Christmas Island to Singapore or'control of the phosphates'although he
admitted that Mr Lee Kuan Yew had raised the island's future in their
talks.T

Peter Hastings has pornted out that on the day after Mr Whitlarrt's
comments, the Singapore High Commission in Canberra issued a
statement saylng that Singapore wanted to build an iron and steel mill or a
cement works on Chrishnas Island and that it wished to ensure the job
security of the Singaporeans already living there. Hastings commented
that:

The notion of building a steel and iron mill on the island is
scarcely credible. While it is true that lime exists for a

Peter Hastings, 'The Cocos and Christmas Islands Stor5/, p.9.
rbid.
Ibiil.,p.l9.
rud.
tbid.

3

4
J

6
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cerrent factory, infrastructural problems with wharves,
terrain, tides and weather make the establishment of a
large scale industry highly dubious. It is difficult to
pinpoint Singaporean motives but they seem largely
concerned with a retrospective sense of deprivation and
possibly the fear that Australia will have no further
interest in the Island once the phosphates run out and that
sovereignty might, in that case, devolve upon Indonesia
by some means or another.S

Dscussions conducted with a number of people with long
experience of Christnas Island development issues have revealed
indications of a continuing Singaporean interest in gaining sovereignty
over the island. There is also some evidence that Indonesia would like to
acquire the island but would prefer the maintenance of Australian control
rather than its transfer to Singapore.

While there has been no suggestion of any grounds for a formal
Indonesian claim to Christmas Island, the possibility of a tenuous
Indonesian claim on the Cocos Islands has been discussed. This
suggestion was made in The Canberra Times basrd on an 1824 treaty
between Britain and the Netherlands not to form settlements in the
'Eastern Seas' without prior authority from the respective home
governments.9

The Dutch flag may, in fact, have been flown on the Cocos Islands
for a time in 1841, but the Governor4eneral of the Netherlands East
Indies acted without the approval of the home government. The Minister
for the Colonies ovemrled the decision to claim sovereignty and the flag
was removed.

The Governor€eneral of the Indies reconsidered the question
again in 1852 but the Dutch naval commander-in-chief opposed the idea
and no further action was taken.

tud.
The grounds for such a claim was debated in 'Cocos Possession
Caused Confusion' The Canbena Tima 6 April 1982, p.28 and 'A
Claim for Cocos "Unlikely to Succeed"' The Canbnra Times 13 May
1982,p.76.
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When Captain Fremantle annexed the Cocos Islands for Britain in
1857 he did, in fact, do so by mistake. The islands intended for annexation
were the Great Coco and Little Coco Islands located north of the Andaman
Islands in the Bay of Bengal. Following Captain Fremantle's action and in
the face of embarassing questions from the Netherlands Govemment
about the Eastem Seas Treaty, the British Colonial Office for a time
favoured an apology and a dignified withdrawal from the Cocos Islands.lO
This view did not, however, prevail.

10 tuit.



CHAPTER IV
THE STRATEGIC VALUE OF

CHRISTMAS AND THE COCOS ISLANDS
IN CREDIBLE CONTINGENCIES

Northern and offshore Australia is now the primary focus of

Australian defence attention. This is not because Australian defence

planners see a direct threat from any specific country to the north. They

io not. In fact, it has long been a central element of defence policy that
Australia should maintain close, friendly and cooperative security
relationships with our neighbours in Southeast Asia and the South Pacific.

It is important for Australia to do what it can, in concert with its
neighbours, to encourage a favourable regional security environment.

Nevertheless, Australian defence planners must consider the

possibilities of mapr power intrusion into the region -and 
for radical

ihange within it. The Second World War demonstrated the continuing
strategic reality that any Power wishing to launch significant conventional
military operations against Australia would almost certainly need to gain

access io staging facilities and bases close to the Australian continent. The

realities of giography suggest that the most credible staging locations lie
in the island ihain from the Andaman Islands in the west to New
Caledonia in the east. This naturally focusses Australian defence planning
attention for most categories of contingencies on the north.

During low level contingencies with an oPPonent possibly
increasing the numbers of civil and military vessels and aircraft in the
north-western approaches to Australia, there would be a premium on
round-the-clock surface and air surveillance. Australian aircraft and ship
patrols and over-the-horizon radar data would be central to the Australian
concept of operations. Christmas and the Cocos Islands could serve as

convenient forward refuelling and staging points for aircraft and ships in
the north-western approaches. The availability of these territories would
extend substantially the time that Australian aircraft and ships could be

maintained on station in this region; a factor that could be critical to the

success of Australian operations in the area. As can be seen from figures
13, 14 and 15, access to these territories would also extend Australia's
reach into the surrounding region for surveillance, air defence and
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FIGT,.IRE13

P.3C AIR COVERAGEPROVIDED BYACCESS TO CHRISTMAS AND THE COCOS

ISLANDS, NOT AVAILABLE FROM OTHER AUSTRALIAN TERRITORY
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FIGI.JRE 14

F.111 AIR COVERAGE PROVIDED BY ACCESS TO CHRISTMAS AND THE COCOS

ISLANDS, NOT AVAILI\BLE FROM OTHER AUSTRALIAN TERRTTORY (ASSTJMING

NO AERIAL REFI,JELLING)
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FIGUREls

F/A-ISAIR COVERAGEPROVIDED BYACCESS TO CHRISTMAS AND TI{E COCOS

ISLAND' NOT AVAIL/\BLE FROMOTHER, AUSTRALIAN TERRITORY (ASSI.'MING
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maritime and ground strike operations. The islands could, in effect, serve
as unsinkable aircraft carriers and resupply ships.

Were balloon-borne and ground-based radars and other sensors to
be located on the islands in such circumstances, fine grain surveillance
coverage of the north-western approaches would be enhanced
substantially. As can be seen from figure 3, this could have the effect of
closing a substantial proportion of this sector to an opponent's operations.
It would also increase markedly the tactical air and surface warning for
the islands themselves and, in conjunction with incoming findalee and
other sensor data, permit surveillance and combat aircraft operating from
or staging through the islands to loiter indefinitely on the ground at these
airfields. Australian ships operating in the islands' vicinity would also
benefit from the local radar and other sensor coverage and, ideally,
contribute ship-based radar and other sensor data to the regional
surveillance network in refurn.

The combination of forward surveillance, aircraft and ship staging
and local defence operations in and around these islands would suggest
that sector communications, colnnulnd and control functions might
usefully also be performed from these islands in such contingencies.

The primary costs of maintaining Australian sovereignty over
Christmas and the Cocos Islands in such circumstances and uiing their
facilities for defence purposes would be the costs of providing a
satisfactory level of security for the islands in the face of what, in low level
contingencies, could escalate into air, ship and ground force raids. The
relative isolation of the islands from Australia and their potential to
complicate an opponents' operations in the region might attract
harassments and attacks at an early stage.

Gaining physical access to both these island groups would be
difficult for any opponent, but far from impossible. Approach to either of
these island groups requires extended transit of the open ocean. On
Christmas Island there are about twelve small beaches or other possible
over-the-shore landing spots. Because of the nature of the fringing reef,
covert access to these beaches would only be possible in small craft, most
credibly inflatable boats. Access up the cliffs directly from the sea may be
technically possible for highly trained specialists but would be extremely
difficult, especially at night.
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Small reconnaissance and raiding teams could also pa.rachute onto
Christrnas Island, possibly via parafoil glide descents from aircraft passing
at several thousand rretres altitude many kilometres offshore. Landing
through the rainforest canopy would be possible, or alternatively at one of
six large clearings and numerous smaller ones. Small parties could also
conceivably be landed by helicopters operating from ships stationed well
offshore. Once on Christmas Island, the twenty sources of fresh water, the
abundant wild life and natural forest fruits would make survival possible
for several well-trained small groups.

Other comparatively low level military options available to an
opponent could include srnall scale air attacks, naval bombardments or
attacks on the island's supply ships.

The Cocos Islands are potentially vulnerable to similar types of
attack. The fringing coral reef on the seaward side of these atolls varies
from 3G300 metres wide but it restricts access from most directions to
small boats, such as inflatables. Entry for larger vessels is confined to Port
Refuge and the Western Entrance north of West Island. Inside the South
Keeling Atoll access to the shore is restricted to small and nredium-sized
load carrying vessels and landing craft. Shallow water and coral outcrops
confine landing by such vessels to the far northeast end of West Island, the
crescent-shaped main beach on Direction Island and the irnmediate ietty
area on Home Island.

Parachuting onto the Cocos Islands would be possible into the
coconut plantations or the numerous clearings on most of the islands.

Because the physical landing of small troups would not present
insuperable problems at either island group, layered defences would be
required with a heavy emphasis offshore. In order to defend these
locations effectively it would be essential to be able to detect, identify and
intercept hostile elements in the approaches when they would most
probably be concentrated and potentially vulnerable.

lindalee over-the.horizon radar and other sensor data may, in
time, be able to contribute significantly. However, fine grain tactical
surveillance would be essential around-the-clock in order to be able to
vector reliably air and surface vessel intercepts. A tethered balloon-borne
sensor package appears a relatively inexpensive mearul of providing the
coverage required. Radar, infrared optical and other sensors mounted
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under a balloon could provide continuous coverage of aircraft and vessels

out to useful operating ranges, as shown in figure 3.

The wind speeds in this region at the normal 3,0004,000 metre
operating level of such a system are remarkably low, averaging less than
ten knots. Weather constraints for an aerostat would aPPear significantly
less than at more southerly Australian locations.

Identification of vessels and aircraft approaching these territories
would rnake the stationing of a small number of aircraft at each island

goup desirable in a range of contingencies. Were raids by an oPPonent's

fighter-bomber aircraft considered credible, there may be a case for
forward deploying a small number of F-18s at each location. In most
circumstances this would probably be resisted by the RAAF as a risky
dispersal of a critical capability. Intercept and identification of surface

vessels and non-combatant aircraft could probably be performed

adequately in many contingencies by airctaft of lesser caPability, including
Australia's iet and turbo-prop training aircraft. Aircraft of this type would
be capable of identifying surface contacts, serve as a useful deterrent
againit paratroop{arrying transPorts and be capable of delivering limited
close air support against an opponen(s landed forces. They might also

provide a forward air control (FAC) capability for more capable mainland-
based aircraft committed to the region for specific tasks or for any long
range fire support system (artillery) sub'unit based on the islands.

A local surface offshore intercept capability would be an
important element of these islands' defences. Ideally each island grouP
might be allocated three or four Fremantle<lass Patrol bats, or possibly
even light frigates, to perform these duties. In reality, these expensive
assets would probably be in great demand elsewhere. In low level
contingencies the bulk of surface intercept duties could probably be
performed by a small number of converted civil vessels (possibly armed
game fishing boats) requisitioned from the mainland. An additional
advantage of using vessels off this size for the bulk of these duties would
be that they could be lifted from the water for maintenance and repairs, or
in extreme weather conditions, by the facilities already in existence on
Christmas and Home Islands.

Limited ground forces would also be needed to provide a
'reception committee' for sea-based raiders penetrating the outer defence
layers, to counter raiding parties parachuted onto the islands and to
provide low level air defence for the airfields and other critical facilities.
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A minimum ground force in low level contingencies for both
Christmas and the Cocos Islands would seem to be about two companies
each (i.e. about 200 troops).l ldeally, one of the companies at each location
would be a reserve unit with a high proportion of local personnel.

Ground forces tasked with defending these island groups would
need to be trained and, to some extent, equipped specifically for the
purpose. On Chrisfnas Island, for instance, local knowledge of the
island's terrain and track system, jungle patrolling and ambush skills
would be at a premium. A two company unit equipped with a mix of
light armoured vehicles and armoured trucks could be ideal. The greatest
threat would probably be from small arms and ground mines rather than
anti-tank weapons. Also important would be some type of medium-to'
long range fire support system (probably a small number of 155 mm
howitzers) and a low-level air defence capability (possibly a mix of light
surface-to-air missile systems and heavy machine guns).

On the Cocos Islands, by contrast, iungle patrolling skills would
be far less important. There the emphasis would be on rapid mobility
between the islands and patrolling and ambush skills in relatively open
coconut plantations. Because of the shallow water in the lagoons,
helicopter mobility for troop transport, tactical reconnaissance and
po*sibly fire support would be extremely important. A light amphibious
armoured capability would be valuable for strengthening key point
defence and helping to overcome entrenched lodgements. As at

Air Marshal David Evans concluded that a practicable defence for
the Cocos Islands would comprise a company group, which
included a Rapier (surface'to-air missile) battery, six UH-IH type
helicopters, two Halpoon equipped P-3C aircraft and one RAN
frigate. See Desmond Ball (ed.) Air Power: Global Dnelopments and
Australian Puspu.tiaer, p.125. While defence requirements today
would be different from those of the Second World War, it is
interesting to note that during that conflict the Cocos Islands were
defended by a company of light infantry and a detachment of
coastal artillery with two six inch guns. The |apanese cruiser
squadron that capturcd Christnas Island in l942landed a naval
force comprising 450 infantry, 200 artillery personnel (equipped
with four 120 mm field guns and four 80 mm anti-aircraft guns)
and 200 field engineers. For details see Boei Kenklrusho, Senshai
Sosho, Y o1.26 (Asagumo Shimbum, Tokyo, 1971), pp.587422.
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Christrnas Island, some type of medium-to-long range fire support system

and low level air defence capabilities would also be required. Secure and
highly reliable communications would be needed on both island Sroups to
coordinate local operations, to communicate with supporting mainland-
based aircraft and ships and with national headquarters.

In most defence contingencies on these islands, a great deal could
be achieved through simple passive defence rleasures such as hardening,
protecting dispersing and camouflaging critical facilities. In a period of
iension fuel storage could be expanded, duplicated and placed

underground, critical communications, command and control facilities
built into bunkers, aircraft dispersal bays and hardened aircraft shelters
could readily be built in the forest adjacent to both airfields and, where
appropriate, dummy facilities and decoys could be constructed.

An especially tight inner security cordon could be maintained at

both island groups around the critical airfield, port, fuel and
communications facilities and the population centres. On Christmas
Island all essential facilities are located on the northeast colner of the
island, often referred to as the 'dog's head' because of its shape on the
map. One element of Christmas Island's defence might be to clear a wide
sensor fence line five kilometres across the neck of the 'dog's head'
through Margaret Knoll, Gannet Hill and Hanitch Hill, as indicated on
figure 15. This would reduce substantially the potential for any raiding
parties that landed on the island infiltrating into the zone of highest
strategic importance.

On the Cocos Islands the critical facilities are on the central and
northern part of West Island and on Home Island. Intensive protective
measures could be implemented fairly readily in these areas.

The rnost desirable characteristics of the defence units earmarked
for these islands is a matter for professional military judgement and would
best be refined through a series of low-key trials and exercises on site.

Clearly, however, the forward deployment of a carefully chosen mix of
defence units and their close cooperation with air and naval assets based
on the mainland would complicate severely the planning of any opponent
wishing to attack these territories or operate in Australia's northwestern
approaches.

Were the international situation to deteriorate to the point where
Australia's intelligence agencies could not exclude the possibility of an
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FIGURE 16
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opponent attempting a large scale (battalion plus - about one thousand
personnel) raid on the islands or an operation to seize one or both of the
island groups, the Australian Government would need to resolve several
critical issues of strategic pollcy. In order to provide an effective defence
for these islands against substantial assaults, ground force defences at each
island group would, at a minimum, need to be strengthened to a battalion
plus,regional surveillance coverage would need to be intensified, ground-
based air defence strengthened and possibly flights of fighter aircraft
forward deployed to the islands on a semi-permanent basis.

It should be noted at this point that the United States and other
allies would probably be concerned by the prospect of Austraria loosing
effective control of these territories. This would be partly because loss o]
Australian access to the islands would probably mean loss of allied access
but also because the united states would not wish to be seen as standing
idly by while one of its closest allies was deprived of part of its sovereign
territory. In consequence, Aushalia's allies might be prepared, in sorne
circumstances, to take usual measures to reinforce Australia's capabilities
to defend these territories.

Christmas Island could pose particularly difficult defence
problems because of its close proximity to any enemy force lodged on |ava
(only 350 km distant). In those circumstances chrisbnas Island would be
within_ easy reach of the rnodern fighter-bomber aircraft of any opponent
lodged in |ava and it could be subiected to early and sustained air attack.
The-cocos Islandq by contrast, are located at about the operating limit of
*o9"_^ fighter-bomber aircraft operating from the aichipelago with
lsef{ weapon loads without aerial refuelling. The air defence problem of
the cocos Islands would hence probably be less severe than that of
Christmas Island.

Were either or both island groups to be attacked by a maior force
it would be difficult for Australian forces based on the mainland to
provide timely and effective support. F/A-18s could operate from
Learmonth and possibly Port Hedland and Derby to performair defence,
maritime strike and ground support missions in the vicinity of christmas
and the cocos Islands but only if supported by aerial tankers and,/or
staged through one or other of the island airfields.

Naval vessels could be diverted for operations in the vicinity of
the islands,_although the air threat to such vessels, especially in the
vicinity of Christmas Island could be substantial. one or more Australian
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submarines in the rcgion could provide a deterrent to any large scale

amphibious assault.

It could be argged, with some iustification, that such substantial

forward deployments would be disproportionate to the islands' strategic

significance and would divert defence resources from higher priority
de-fence tasks on the Australian mainland. Moreover, even with the

contingent deployment of the substantial forces suggested fo-t 1h" 
islands'

defencl, there could be no assurance that a large rale and determined

assault could be resisted. Many Australians would probably favour

cOncentrating Australia'S scarc€ defence resourc€s in the more critical
mainland theatres rather than scattering them in penny packets to remote

territorial outposts. Some older Australians recall the fate of the small

Australian galrisons at Ambory Rabaul and Timor left to parry the weight
of the massive |apanese offensive in 1942.

On the other hand, abandonment of the islands, and presumably

evacuation of most of their populations would itself have substantial costs

and serious consequences for Australia's overall strategy. Such action
would, rrcst obviously, deprive Australia of all the operating advantages

of maintaining access to the islandsl air, surface and undersea surveillance,
aircraft and ship staging forward communications, command and control,

etc. Moreover, were an opponent lodged in the archipelago to gain access

to those two territories, his air and surface operations in the wetern and

north-western approaches to Australia would be simplified and extended
(see figures 3 and 5) and those of Australia complicated seriously.

An Aushalian withdrawal from these islands would also set an

unfortunate precedent for the maintenance of Australian sovereignty over

other offshore territories. It could send the wrong type of signals to
Australia's opponent and his supporters. Such a withdrawal would also

represent a serious blow to national morale in a period of high tension.

Perhaps an even more telling consideration is that in a low level or
escalating contingency situation there could be great strategic advantages

for Australia in incouraging the opponent to focus his primary initial
attention on these offshore territories that, in the final analysis, are not
critical to the nation's security. were Australia to pre-position limited
military forces for the islands' defence and the opponent to place high
priority on removing these forward Australian outPosts, he would have

no option but to conduct substantial, expensive and time'consuming
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operations in order to destroy the key facilities or seize the territories. This
would have numerous strategic and operational attractions for Australia.

First, an opponent's heavy attacks on Australian territory could
not be disavowed and would demonstrate very clearly to the international
community the opponenfs aggressive intent.

Secondly, encouraging the opponent to focus his initial operations
in that region would divert his aftention from the more important theatres
on the Australian mainland. This could provide a significant period of
tirne in which Australia's defence capabilities, and espec'ially those in
northern Australia, could be expanded. This extension of active defence
preparation time could have important ramifications for the developing
balance of forces in the theatre.

Thirdly, Australia would be capable of imposing a substantial
attrition rate on the opponenfs forces attacking these islands. If
Australia's air surveillance and early warning systems performed
adequately, fighter aircraft and surfaceto-air missile systems should exact
a heavy toll on enemy aircraft operating in the islands' vicinity. In
addition, heavy air, surface and submarine attacks could be made on the
opponent's surface vessels.

Once the opponen(s aggressive intentions were clear not only to
the Australian Government and public but also to the broader
intemational community, Australia would have the option of striking
selectively but very hard at critical elements of the opponent's military
and supporting infrastructure. Intensive air attacks, special force
gperations, minelaying activities and other options could be employed in
depth against the opponen(s bases in order to generate strong incentives
to desist. This, in turn, would have a drarnatic effect on the demands
placed on the opponent's military forces, on the costs of his campaign and
on the prospects of him being able to threaten with any credibility
substantial subsequent attacks on the Australian mainland.

Hence, whether or not the opponent sucreeded in the difficult task
of destroying the key facilities on Christnas or the Cocos Islands or
ryizlng the territories, he could be forcad to commit a large proportion of
his- hig! technology forces to support such operations eithir directly or
indirectly. Moreover, the opponent could almost certainly be forced to
suffer heavy losses, particularly to aircraft and sNpping. The prospect of
such losses could deter the opponent attempting such risky operations in
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the first place. Alternatively, werre such operations launched regardless
and maior losses sustained, the opponent's options for subsequent
operations against the Australian mainland would probably be reduced
substantially, at least in the short term.

An Australian stratery of this kind would provide a new
dirnension to the strategic significance of Christmas and the Cocos Islands
by using them as much rnore than forward observation posts. Their real
role could be as a first line of land-based defence in the forward
approaches to the Ausfralian mainland.

An opponent rruving through or lodged in the Indonesian
archipelago would have the option of ignoring these forward surveillance
and staging bases and avoid being distracted from his primary obiectives
on the Australian mainland. By srnall-scale raids and feints against the
islands he might try to encourage Australia to commit disproportionate
military assets for their defence and hence seek to weaken the defence of
the continent itself.

However, if the opponent chose to disregard entirely Australia's
forces on Christrnas and the Cocos Islands and operate his forces through
their vicinity he could be forced to pay a very substantial price because of
Australia's formidable capacity to detect, track, and attack forces in those
regions.

Alternatively, and more likely, an opponent wishing to
concentrate on mainland obiectives could try to avoid the danger of
operating through the islands' sunounding waters and airspace. This
would, however, channel most of his approach routes from the
archipelago to the Australian mainland much further to the east (or less
probably to the far distant west) than would otherwise be the case. This
forced concentration of approach routes to Australia would simplify
defensive operations greatly and probably improve markedly the
prospects for Australia's routine interception of forces hansiting the sea-
air gap.

Clearly these forward island outposts could be made a painful
thom in the opponenfs side in a wide range of contingencies. If the
opponent decided that the costs of ignoring Australia's presence there
were too high, he could, of course, still have the option of attempting to
assault the islands directly. Australia would, however, retain the potential
to make any such atternpt time consuming and very expensive. No matter
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which way an opponent chose to treat these offshore territories, they could
become of great strategic value in a broad range of defence of Australia
contingencies.

This is not to suggest that Christnas and Cocos Islands should
necessarily be defended at all costs. It would take very substantial time
and effort for any non-superpower opponent to marshal a force capable of
overwhelming these islands were they to be appropriately defended.
Nevertheless, were overwhelming forces gathered for such an operation
and there was a real risk that the allocation of additional Australian forces
for the islands' defence would seriously weaken the Defence Force as a
whole and probably be to no avail, thele could be advantage in staging a
fighting withdrawal. Nurrcrous techniques could be employed. It would
probably be possible to evacuate all personnel from the islands, remove or
destroy all facilities of value and at the same time conduct intensive
operations in the regron so as to exact heavy losses on the opponent's
assaulting forces. Qperations to harass occupying elernents and, in
particular, to disrupt their lines of air and sea-borne logistic support could
be continued indefinitely at limited cost to Australia.

Were Christmas and the Cocos Islands to be lost in such a conflict,
they would be exhemely difficult for Australia to recapture. If the
opponent garrisoned each of the islands with one to two battdions and
appropriate support elements, an Australian counter-assault would
probably require, at a minimum, a two brigade force (about 3,000{,0m
people) with substantial supporting elemenb at each location. An
operation on that scale in such a distant area is well beyond the
capabilities of the current Australian Defence Force. Substantial
additional airborne and amphibious assault capabilities and other
supporting elements would be needed.

This appears to have been the main point the former Chief of the
Defence Force Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Neville McNamara
sought to make in his public comments on this subiect. The

Canbnra Tima 14 September 7982, p.4.



CHAPTER V
SHOULD THESE TERRITORIES BE DEFENDED?

The balance of this volume suggests that Christrnas and the Cocos

Islands are much rnore of a defence asset than a liability and that Australia

should plan actively for their defence. They are certainly a net defence

asset in present Peacetime circumstances and in many co_ntingencies

would bs worth expending considerable effort to defend. In low and
medium level contingencies, christmas and the cocos Islands have the

potential to provide i 'cat's paw' defence on the approaches to- north-
weste"r, Australia. They could be rnade difficult to approach and attack

not only because of their own daws but because of the even more

substaniial defensive power that could be brought forward, as required,

from the rear. As long as the cat's paws remained intact, they could be

used to feel out their local environments and pose a serious danger to any

opposing forces in the vicinity. Bypassing the cafs paws would be

poisiUte- but would require a substantial diversion and increased

bperational costs and probably losses. Moreover, the cat's pawscould be

used periodically to support powerful retaliatory strike action deep into
the opponent's heartland'

In addition, the forward cat's paw defences would have the

potential to distract the opponent and force him to fight initially far
offshore, rather than on the continent itself. In a period of national crisis,

this could buy Australia substantial tirne to cover national mobilisation
and provide opportunities to exact a heavy toll on the opponent's high
technology units.

Nevertheless, while Chrishnas and the Cocos Islands are very
valuable and important for the defence of Australia, they are not vital. In
extreme circumitances, if faced with overwhelming odds, it could be

appropriate to withdraw while exacting a heavy toll on the opponent's
forces.

This analysis suggests several direct consequences for near term
defence planning and operations.

1. Security planning for the north-western approaches to
Australia needs to take full ac@unt of the fact that
Christrnas and the Cocos Islands are Australian sovereign
tenitories for which the Australian Government carries
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5.

defence rcsponsibility. The people living on these
territories are alnpst all either Australian citizens or carry
the status of Australian permanent residents.

All defence activity in and near Chrisfinas and the Cocos
Islands should be carefully measured to avoid disturbance
to the local populations or raise concems in regional
cpuntries. Where possible and appropriate the local
civilian communities should be consulted at the early
stages of planning any significant or unusual defence
activities on these territories.

Defence planners should maintain an active interest in the
expa.nsion of industry and infrastructure on the islands
and, where appropriate, encourage developments that
could be of defence benefit. This might include the
periodic contribution of limited defence funds to adapt or
extend civil infrastucture developnrents to secure defence
interestt as has ocrurred previously in other locations.
There is no need for extensive facilities to be built on these
islands for defence purposes at present.

Military planners should now consider in some detail the
potential operational uses of these territories and the most
appropriate rnearu; of securing their defence in a wide
range of contingencies.

low-key approaches could appropriately be made to the
leaders of the main communities on these islands to
explore the potential for raising an Army and/or Navy
Reserve element on each tenitory. Initial discussions
conducted by theauthor with community leaders on both
territories suggest that a carefully tailored proposal to
raise Reserve units and supply intensive highquality
training would be well received by island leaders and the
communities at large.
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There is no requirement for a regular force defence
presence to be developed on these islands but the Defence
Force could usefully plan periodic low key exercises and
trials designed to develop local farniliarization and prove
concepts for the islands' defence.
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The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which was set up in
the Research fthool of Pacific Studies in The Australian National
University, is to advance the study of strategic problems, particularly
those relating to the general region of the Indian and Pacific Oceans and
South+ast Asia. Participation in the Centre's activities is not limited to
members of the University, but includes other interested professional and
Parliamentary groups. Research indudes not only military, but political,
economic, scientific and technological aspects. Stratery, for the purpose of
the Centre, is defined in the broadest sense of embracing not only the
control and application of military force, but also the peaceful settlement
of disputes which could cause violence.

This is the only academic body in Aushalia which specialises in
these studies. Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars for
other departments within the ANU and other universities. Regular
seminars and conferenc€s on topics of current importance to the Centre's
research are held, and the maior defence training institutionq the Joint
Services Staff College and the Navy, Army and RAAF Staff Collegeq are
heavily dependent upon SDSC assistance with the strategic studies
sections of their courses.

Since its inception in 196, the Centre has supported a number of
Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety of
investigations. Recently the emphasis of the Centre's work has been on
problems posed for the peace and stability of Australia's neighbourhood;
the defence of Australia; arms proliferation and arms control; decision
making processes of the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Department; rnanagement studies and the role of the Minister in
Australia's defence policy making and the strategic implications of
developments in South-east Asia, the Indian Ocean and the South West
Pacific Area.
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The Centre contributes to the work of the Department of
Intemational Relations through its graduate studies programme; and the
Department reciprocates by assisting the Centre in its research. A
comprehensive collection of reference materials on strategic issues,
particularly from the press, learned iournals and government publications,
is maintained by the Centre.

The Centre also conducts seminars and conferences which have
led to several volumes of published proceedings.
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CANBERRA PAPERS ON STRATEGY AND DEFENCE:
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NO. TITLE SAUS

CP20 The Cruise Missile and Arms C-ontrol

by Ron Huirken 9,([
CPl;6 Nudear Proliferation in South Ada: Security in the 198G

by Ram Rajan Subnmanian 6.00

CP31 Japanese Defence PolicySine 1976 LatestTrends

by K.V. Keeavan 7.n
CI?.Z LimitedWorldWar?

by Neville Brown 9.00

CR|S The Shategic Implications for Ausbalia of the New [.aw of the Sea

by D.B. Nichole 9.00

CP34 low Level Conllict Contingencies and Aushalian Defence Policy

by Tony Godfrey-Smith 10.00

Cf35 The Terrorist Threat to Dplomacy:

An Aushalian Perspective

by An&ew Selth 10.50

CP36 ltoblenrs in Aushalian Defence Planning

by Ray Sundetland 10.00

CV37 Nudear Pre.errption and Crisis

Stability 198t1990

by Robert D. Glasser 10.m

CP38 The Regional C-oncentration of Defence Spending
Issues, Implications and Polides Concerning Defence

lnfrastructure Developmmt in Aushalla
by Michael Ward 10.00

CP4O Aushalian Higher Command in the Viebum War

by D.M. Horncr 10.0
CP41 Command Structure of the Australian Defence Force

by F.W. Speed 10.m
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CP42 The Afghanlstan Conflict: Gorbachev's Options

by Amin Saikal 10.00

CP43 Australia's Secret Sp*e Programs

by Deemond Ball 10.m

CPM High Personnel Turnover: The ADF is not a

Limited Liability Company

by Cathy Downea 10.00

CP45 Should Australia Plan to Defend Christmas

and C-oos Islands?

byRoseBabbage 10.00

Plus packaging and postage

WORKING PAPERST

Dirtributed by Strateglc and Defence Studiec Centre,

The Australi.n National University, GPO Box 4, Canbera, ACT 2601
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NO. TITLE
WP48 The Gulf Oil Scene

by Sreedhar
WP49 Arms Flow into the Gulf: Process of Buying Sectrity

by Sreedher

WP50 The Urumqui Military Region: Defene and Security in China's West

by Donald H. McMillen
WP51 China's Political Battlefront Deng Xiaoping and the Military

by Donald H. McMillen
WP52 Technological Forecasting in the Australian Military Environmmt

by Decmond O'Connor
WP53 Options and C-onstraints for US Far Eastern Policy: Eve Issue Areas

by Ean Higgina

WP54 The Development of Mccow-Hanoi Reladons Slnce the Vietnam War:

The View from Singapore

by Bllveer Singh
WP55 Kenya's Role in the Somali-Ethio'pian Crnnict

by Samuel Maklnda
WP56 Ausbalia, the US, and the Shategic Balance

by H.G. Gelber
WP57 A New Aircraft C-arrier for the Royal Australtan Navy?

by Gary Brown and DerekWoolner
($5.(X) plue packaging and poctageJ
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WP58 Issues tn Sbategic Nudear Targeting Target Selecdon and Rates of FAe

by Dcemond Bell

WP59 The Need for an Aushalian Aircraft Carrier Capability

by Alan Robertron

WP60 The State of the West€nr Alllance

byT.B. Millar
WP61 ConholllngtheSpreadofNudearWeapons

by T.B. Millar
WP62 Managing Nudear Polarity

by fohn |. Weltnran

WP53 Aspects of leadership in a Modern Army
by l.O. I^rngtry

WP54 lndian Ocean: A Zone of Peae or Power Play?

by lqbal Singh

W%5 World Political and Strategic Trends over the Next 20 Years -

Thdr Relevance to Aushalia

by Prul Dibb
WP65 The Concept of Force Multiplters and the Development of

the Australlan Defence Force

by f.O. hngtry and Dcrmond Ball

WP67 Indoctrina and Insurgency in the ASEAN States, 19F1981

byTlm Huxley
WP68 hobleurs and Prospecb tn Managing Servicemen's C-areers: A Rer"iew

by Warwick!. Gnco
WP69 PerformanceBased Training: An Explanation and Reappraisal

by Warwick l. Gnco
WmD The Civil Infrashuchrre in the Elefence of Australia: A Regional Approadt

by|.O.hngtsy
Wml Civil-Military Reladons in Austrdia: The Case of Officer Educadon, 195t1980

by VJ. IGonenberg and Hugh Smith

WP72 China in Asian International Relations

by Doneld H. McMillen
WIt73 The Reolution of Conflict and the Study of Peace

byT.B. Miller
Wn4 The Australian Arnry of Today and Tomorrow

by MaiorGcnenl Kf. Trylor
WY75 A Nudear-fre Zone for the Southwet Pacific Prospec'ts and Significance

by Greg Fry
WUl6 War and Conlllct Studies in Malapia: The State of the Art

by Zekerie Hril Ahmed
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WW7 Rrnding Austsalia's Defence

by DerekWoolner
WWB Australia's Changing Threat Perceptions

by Ray Sunderland

WP79 Human Resources and Austsalia's Defence

by I.F. Andrew

WP80 Australia's Emerging Regional Defmce Sbategy

by Ray Sunderland

WP81 The Soviet Union as a Pacific Military Powet

by PaulDibb
WP82 SovietPolicyin theRedSeaRegion

by Samuel M. Makinda

WP83 The Political Economy of Global Decline: America in the 1980s

by Andrew Mack
WP84 Australia and the Repmblic of Korea: Still Allie or Just Good Friends?

by Andrew Selth

WP85 Command in Operrations of the Australian Defence Fore

by F.W. Speed

WP85 Australian Defence Force Functional C-ommands

by F.W. Speed

WP87 Mr Reagan's 'Star Wars': Towards a New Strategic Era?

by Hary Gelber

WP88 The ASEAN States'Defenae Polici€s, 197!87:.

Military Responses to lndochina?

byTim Huxley

WP89 The Civil Defence of the USSR: This Everybody Must IGow and Understand.

A Handbmk for the Population

translated by Geoffrey lukes
WP90 Soviet Strategy Towards Australia, New Zealand and Oeania

by Paul Dibb
WI91 Terrorist Shrdies and the Threat to Diplomacy

by An&ew Selth

WP92 Australia and the Terrorist Threat to Diplomacy

by An&ew Selth

WI93 Civilian Defence: A Useful C-onrponent of Australia's Defmce Structue?

by Peterl. Murphy
Wf'94 Australia's Defmce Forces - Ready or Not?

by Ray Sunderland

WI'95 Selecting Long-Term Force Structure Objectives

by Ray Sunderland
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WP96 Aspects of Defence: Why Defence?

byW.H.Talberg
WW7 Operational Command by t}re Chief of the Defence Force

by F.W. Speed

WP98 Detecence, Strategic Defence and Arms Control

by Ron Huieken

WP99 Strategic Defmses: Concepts and Programs

by Dermond Ball

WPlm local Development of Defence Hardware in Ar:stralia

by Stanley S. Schaetzel

WP101 Alr Qperations in Northern Australia

by Air MarCral S.D. Evana, AC, DSO, AFC

WPl@ Internadonal Terrorisn and Australian Foreign Policy: A Suwey

by Andrew Selth

WPIG] Internal Aspecb of Security in Asia and the Pacific an Aushalian Perspective

by An&ew MadntYre
WP104 Rethinking Deterrmce and Amrs Conhol

by B.C. Brett

WPl05 low-level Military Incurgions: Lessoru of the lndonesia-Malaysia

'Conf rontadon' Episode, 19635
byt.A.C. Mackie

WP105 Japan's Role ln United States Strategy in the Pacilic

by Paul Keal
WP107 Detection of Nudear Weapons and the US Non-disclosure Policy

by Gary Brown

WPl08 Managing Aushalia's Contingency Spectrum for Defence Planning

by Roca Babbage

WP109 Ausbalia's Approadr to Ore United States Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)

by Roec Babbage

WP1f 0 Looking Beyond the Dibb Report

by Roaa Babbagc

WPlll Mr Gorbadrev's China Diplomacy

by Gary Klint*orth
WPI12 The Conrprdrensive Test Ban Treaty: Verificatlon Problems

by Samlna Yaameen.
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by Rore Babbage

WPl14 Kin Il Sung's North Korea: at the croesroads

by Gary Klintworth
WP115 The Australian Defencr Forcc in Industrial Action Situations:

Joint Service Ptan €ABRIOLE'
by Gary Brown

WP116 Conscientious Obiectlon to Particular Wars: The Australian Approach

by Hugh Smith
WPll7 Vietnam's Withdrawal from Cambodia,

by Gary Klintworth

WP118 Nudear Arms Conhol After Reykiavik

by Harry G. Gelber
WP119 A Programme for the Developmerrt of Senior Officers of

the Australian Defence Force

by Harry G. Gelber

WP120 The Northern Teritory Economy: Growth and SFucture 195t1985

by Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh

WP121 Aborigines and Torres Shait Islanders in the Second World War

by Robert A. Hall
WPl22 The ASEAN States' Internal S€curity Expenditure,

by Tim Huxley

WP123 The Stahrs of Aushalian Mobilization Planning in 1987

by|.O. bngtry
WP124 China's India War: A Question of Confidence

by Gary Klintworth
WPl25 India and Pakistan: Why the Latest Exercise in Brinkmanship?

by Sarnina Yasmeen

WP125 Snrall State Security in the South Pacific

by David Hegarty

WP127 Ubya and the South Pacific

by David Hetarty
WP128 The Dlemmas of Papua New Guinea (PNG) Contingencies in Australian

Defence Planning

by Roes Babbage

WP729 Chrishnas and the C-ocos lslands: Defence Liabilitie or Assets?

by Roee Babbage

WP130 The Gulf War and'Irangate': American Dilemmas

by Amitav Adtarya
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WPl31 The Defmce Para-military Manpower Dilemma: Militia or C-onstabulary?

by|.O. Iangtry
WP132 'Garrisonin( the Northern Territoryn The Anty's Role

byJ.O. kngtry
WP133 The Case for a Joint Force Reglonal Cornmand Headquarters in Darwin

by I,O. Langtry
WP134 The Use of the Soviet Embassy in Canberra for Signals

Intelligence (SIGINT) Collection

by Deemond Ball
WP135 Army Manoeuwe and Exercise Areas ln the Top End

by Decmond Ball and f.O. Langtry
WP136 Legal Aspects of Defene Operations on Aboriginal Land in the

Northern Territory

by Graeme Neate

WPl37 The ANZUS Alliance - The Case Against

by Gary Brown
WP138 Controlling Theater Nudear War

by Decmond Ball
WP139 The Northern Territory in the Defence of Australia: Geostrategic lmperatives

by J.O. Langtry

WP140 The Ambient Environmmt of the Northern Territory:

lmplications for the Conduct of Military Operations

byJ.O. Langtry
WP141 Is the Non-aligrred Movement Really Non-aligned?

by Samina Yasmeen

WP142 The Australian Submarine Project: An Introduction to Some General Issues

by A,D. Garisson
WP143 The Northern Territory in the Defencr of Aushalia: Naval Considerations

by Commander Stephen Youll RANEM
WP144 The Northern Territory in the Defence of Australia: A Potential

Advemary's Perceptions

byf.O. Langtry

WP145 The INF Treaty and Soviet Arms C-ontrol

by Semuel Makinde
WP145 Infrastruc{ure Developmmt in the North: Civil-Military Interaction

byl.O. hngtry
WP147 South Padfic Seqrrity Issues: An Australian Perspective

by David Hegarty

WP148 The PotenHal Role of Net Assessrnmt in Aushalian Defene Planning

by Brice Pacey
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WP149 Political Refomr and the 13th Congress of the Commtrnist Party of Chlna

by Ian Wilcon
WP150 Australia'sDefenceRevolution

by Andrew Mack

WP151 The Intelligme Analyst's Notebook

by R.H. Mathame

WPl52 Assesslng the 1987 Atrstralian Defmce White Paper in the Ught of Domestic

Political and Allied lnfluences on the ObjecHve of Deferce Self-reliance

by Thomac-f,)urell Young

WP153 The Stsategic Defmse Initiative (SDI): The North Pacific Dimmsion

by Clive Williamc
WP154 Ausbalia's Maritime Activities and Vulnerabilities

byW.A,G. Dovera
WP155 Coastal Surveillance and Protection:

Current Problems and Optiurs for the Future

by Roce Babbage

WPl56 Military Competene: An Individual Perspective

by Warwick f. Graco

WP157 Defmce Forces and Capabitties in the Northern Territory
by Deemond Ball

WP158 The Future of United States Maritime SEategy in the Padfic
by Roce Babbege

WP159 Inadvertmt Nuclear War: The US Maritlme Strategy

and the'Cult of the Offensive'

by David Hodgkineon
WPl50 Could the Military C'overn the Philipplnes?

by Viberto Selochan
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Ml Controlling Australia's Threat Environmmt: A methodology for planning
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M3 Arms for the Poor: Iteident C-arter's Policies on Arms Transfers

to the Third Worl4
by Graharn Kearnr 7.n

M4 Options for an Austrdian Defence Technology Strategy/

by S.N. Gower 7.n
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M5 OilandAustsalia'sSectrity: TheFutureFuelRequirerrmbof the

Aushalian Defence Force

by I.IU. Speedy 9.00

M5 Australia's Overs€as Trade - Strategic Considerations
by W.S.G. Batem.n 10.00
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PUBLICATIONS OF DEPARTMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, ANU
The Department of lnternadonal Relations publishes and distributes a serie of
monographs and working papers parallel to and associated with the &abena Papers on

Strategy enil Dcfence and the Strategic and Defence Studies CenEe Working Papen.
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CS.7 Host Counhies and Multinationals: Case Studies from heland
Papua New Guinea and Zambia of Negotiations with Mining CorPorations

by Cienn O'Faircheallaigh 6.00

CS8 Ideology and Forelgn Policy: Sonre ltoblems of the Reagan Administration

byf.D.B. Miller 5.00

CSll Ethnic Minoritie and Aushalian Foreigr Policy, Shrdies

by Coral Bell, Hugh Colline, Jamer |upp and

W.D. R.ubinetein 7.n
CS12 Australia and the European Commtrnides in the 198G

by Alan Burnett 10.00

CS14 Multinational C-orporations and the Political Economy of Power

by NeilRenwick 10.m

CS77 South African Dlemmas
by T.B. Millar 7.W

CSl9 ASEAN and lndochina. A study in Political Responses, 197!81
by Tim Huxley 10.00

CS21 Politics, Dplomacy and Islam: Four Case Studies

by Coral Bell (ed.) 10.00

CS22 The Changing Paci.fic Four Case Studies

by Coral Bell (ed.) 10.00
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editedbyRichardlltggott 10.00
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1 Indochina Refuge€ as a Security Concern of the ASEAN States, 1975-81

by Tin Huxley 2.00
2 US Policy in the Hom of Africa Since 194

by Samuel Makinda 2.m
3 Econornic Interdeperrdence and World Ordet: Arms and Alms
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4 International Relations and Political Economy

by Neil Renwick 2.00

5 UNESCO and International Politics

by Sanuel Makinda 2.m
6 Chines€ Economic and Military Aid to Pakistan

by Sanina Yaemeen 2.SO

Plus packaging and postage
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Departnrent of International Relatione, Reeeardr Sdrool of Pacific Studies, The
Aushalian National UniverEity, P,O. Box 4, CANBERRA' ACT 25m.
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to Publicationa, Peace Recearch Centre, Recearch Sdrool of Pacific Studiee, The

Augtralian National UniverEity, GPO Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia'

TITLE

29 Naval Arms Conhol in the North Pacific

by Barry M. Blechman

30 The New Zealand Nudear Ship Ban: Is C-ompromise Possible?

by Robert E. White

31 Security and Amrs Conhol in the North Pacific

by Bill Hayden

32 The Conventional Arms Race in Asia

by Paul TwomeY

33 The Apocalypdc Muse

by MickBroderick
34 US "Bases" in Aushalia

by Andrew Mack

35 Nudear Test Ban Verification: A Stahrs Report

by Trevor Findl,aY

% Arms Control in The North Pacific: Problems and ProsPects

by Andrew Mack

37 Sanctions, South Africa and Australian Policy

by Richard Leaver

38 The hesent Status of Disarmanent Reeardr

by Trevor FindlaY

39 Whose Country Is It Anyway??? Cultural Politics, Racism and the

Construction of Being Australia

by lan Pettman

40 Pal,auis Strategic Position Place Palauan Democracy at Risk

by lohn Anglim
47 Security Coopetationin theSouth Pacific

by Steve HoadleY

42 The Conventional Arms Trade: Prospects for Control

by fanne Nolan

43 Bear Skins and Skunk Works: The Polidcs of Verification

by Trevor Findlay
po
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M North Pacific Confidmoe-Building: The Helsinki/Stockholm Model
by Trevor Findlay

45 Aushalian Uranium Policy and Non-ltoliferation
by Richard Leaver

45 TheAustralian Arzrs Trade: Patterns, Policies andProepects
by Gneme Cheeeeman

47 Regional Maritime Arms Control The Pacific and lndian Ocean Cases

by Trevor Findlay
48 Chlna and the Question of Nudear Ship Visits

bv Peter Van Ness
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History of the Aushalian Peace Movement
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